In this paper, we compare the direct boundary element method (BEM) and the dual reciprocity boundary element method (DRBEM) for solving the direct interior Helmholtz problem, in terms of their numerical accuracy and efficiency, as well as their applicability and reliability in the frequency domain. For BEM formulation, there are two possible choices for fundamental solutions, which can lead to quite different conclusions in terms of their reliability in the frequency domain. For DRBEM formulation, it is shown that although the DBREM can correctly predict eigenfrequencies even for higher modes, it fails to yield a reasonably accurate numerical solution for the problem when the frequency is higher than the first eigenfrequency Keywords comparative, study, direct, boundary, element, method, dual, reciprocity, boundary, element, method, solving, Helmholtz, equation 
Introduction
Many boundary value problems, such as those of wave propagation in solids and fluids, structure (membrane) vibrations, and those in acoustics, are represented by the Helmholtz equation in the frequency domain and their reliability in terms of avoiding the well-known "irregular frequencies". Since there are two possible choices of fundamental solutions for a direct BEM formulation of interior Helmholtz problems, that is, with either a Hankel function or a Neumann function (which is the real part of a Hankel function) as the weighting function [12] , a comparison of the numerical results obtained from these two different fundamental solutions is also presented in this paper. The paper is divided into four sections. In Section 2, the formulations of boundary integral equations adopting the BEM and the DRBEM respectively are briefly outlined, with the differences between them being highlighted. Then two numerical examples are presented in Section 3, to compare the BEM and DRBEM formulations in solving the Helmholtz equation. For the BEM formulation, two possible choices of fundamental solutions were also examined. Our conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
Boundary Integral Formulation for the BEM and the DRBEM
Suppose Equation (1.1) holds in a closed two-dimensional domain. A boundary value problem is constituted with the governing equation (1.1) and some properly prescribed non-complex boundary conditions on the boundary F, which is assumed to be a regular surface of Kellog type [8] .
If the BEM is adopted, the corresponding boundary integral equation (BIE) (direct formulation) reads (2.1) where C| is a geometric parameter [3] associated with the location of the source point £, n is the outwards normal unit vector, p is a spatial point and </ >* is a fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation. For two-dimensional problems, </ >* can be taken as either [12] 4>*{p^)= l -H^(kr{p^)) (2.2) or
P(p;$) = -l -Y Q (kr(p;i;)), (2.3)
where // 0 (1) is the Hankel function of the first kind of zero order, Y o is the Bessel function of the second kind (the Neumann function) of zero order, i = </^T and r(p; £) is the Euclidian distance between points p and £. The justification of the Neumann function (2.3) as the fundamental solution is obvious if one notices that (2.2) is a fundamental solution and its imaginary part (involving a Bessel function of the first kind) possesses no singularity at the source point. Furthermore, for an interior problem governed by the Helmholtz equation, no boundary conditions at infinity (usually some kind of radiation conditions) have to be satisfied by the fundamental solution. It should be noted that for exterior Helmholtz problems, (2.3) ceases to be a fundamental solution because it doesn't exhibit the appropriate behaviour at large distances and therefore it doesn't satisfy the radiation condition at infinity [19, 20] . Clearly, the wavenumber k is involved in both of the above two fundamental solutions <f>*.
After the boundary is discretized into "elements" and within each element some polynomial shape functions are adopted to approximate the variation of </ > and 30/3/1, the boundary integrals in Equation (2.1) can be discretized so that the nodal values of <p and d<p/dn = q are taken out of the integral signs.
Consequently, a linear algebraic system
is formed upon placing the source point £ at each boundary node (the collocation method) and carrying out the integral within each boundary element. In (2.4), the matrices H and G are of the conventional sense [3] , and the vectors <j> and q contain the values of <f> or q at each boundary node. It should be noted that if the complex fundamental solution (that is, the Hankel function) is adopted, then the matrices H and G are all complex. Furthermore, when the Hankel function is used as the weighting function, the elements of <f> and q must be assumed to be complex as well (the final solution is taken to be the real part of the corresponding complex variable). Otherwise this approach would be identical to the approach adopting the Neumann function as the fundamental solution. Finally, the unknowns contained in Equation (2.4) can be solved once the appropriate boundary conditions are imposed. The formulation of the BIE for the Helmholtz equation with the adoption of the DRBEM, on the other hand, has been given by Partridge and Brebbia [15] . For ease of reference, it is again briefly outlined here. Firstly, Equation (1.1) is rewritten in the following form:
in which the Laplacian operator is now taken as the main differential operator, whose fundamental solution in the two-dimensional case is
Notice that now k is no longer involved in the fundamental solution. Adopting u* as the weighting function, the weighted residual statement for Equation (2.5) reads
The idea of the DRBEM is to use a series of shape functions (or interpolation functions) to approximate the nonhomogeneous part of the governing equation (in our case, the right-hand side of Equation (2.5)) and thus to transform the domain integral into boundary integrals. Following Partridge and Brebbia [15] , we let
N+L
where aj are some unknown coefficients to be determined by the collocation method, and fj are a series of interpolation functions with point j located at one of N boundary or L internal collocation points. Here the simplest form for the interpolation function is adopted [15] , that is, in which r, is the distance from point j to a field point. After placing the field point at each of N boundary collocation nodes and L internal collocation points, Equation (2.7) can be written in matrix form as 0 = Fa, (2.8) from which the vector a can be determined. Now, upon substituting Equation (2.7) back into the right-hand side of Equation (2.6) and making use of the property Si = V 2 ";, where « y = rj/4 + rj/9, dual reciprocity is achieved in the sense that the domain integrals in Equation (2.6) can be transferred into boundary integrals only via Green's formula and a BIE is thus obtained in the form
J=i in which M J? is the value of Hj at point £ and q* and q } are the normal derivatives of u* and «;, respectively. The rest of the steps are similar to those in BEM formulation, that is, after discretizing the boundary and placing the source point £ at each of (N + L) collocation points, Equation (2.9) is transformed into a linear algebraic system, which can be written in matrix form as
where H D and G° are associated with the fundamental solution of Laplace's equation [3] , and each column of 0 or Q contains a vector « ; or q jy respectively. After utilizing boundary conditions, the unknown values 4> (including those at L internal points) and q can be found from Equation (2.10 ).
An important feature of Equation (2.10) is that the matrices H D , G D , U, Q and F are all independent of the wavenumber k and thus can be computed once and stored in a data file. Obviously this is extremely convenient for eigenvalue analyses, where k needs to be changed from time to time. Furthermore, now that the fundamental solution is in terms of logarithmic functions instead of Bessel functions, the calculation of the matrices H D and G D in Equation (2.10) is much faster than that of H and G in Equation (2.4) . This is the reason why the DRBEM is usually computationally more efficient than the BEM, even if a larger number of nodes (including boundary nodes and internal points) are used. In the next section, we shall compare, making use of the results of two numerical experiments, the numerical accuracy and efficiency of the BEM and the DRBEM in solving Helmholtz equations.
Numerical Tests and Discussion
In order to compare the BEM and the DRBEM for solving the Helmholtz equation in terms of their numerical accuracy and efficiency, their range applicability in the frequency domain and their reliability in terms of avoiding the well-known "irregular frequencies", two numerical tests were conducted. In the following discussion, for a clear presentation, we shall name 
3.1.
A unit circle In this test, the boundary geometry is taken to be a unit circle, on which the essential boundary condition 0 = 1, at r = 1 is imposed. Obviously, the exact solution for Equation (1.1) subject to this boundary condition is
Mkr)
which can be used ideally to check our numerical results. The normal derivative of <p on the boundary turns out to be a constant, _ H _ .
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here J v denotes the Bessel function of the first kind of vth order.
It can be seen, from the above analytical solution, that at the Dirichlet eigenvalues [9] (which are the natural frequencies of the system), that is, the zeros of J Q , both <f> and q are infinitely large. A good algorithm should be able to render accurate numerical solutions not only when k is far away from the eigenvalues of the problem but also when k is close to these eigenvalues. Of course, all numerical algorithms should fail at the natural frequencies of the system. The closeness of the correct prediction of a particular algorithm is no doubt an important indicator of the algorithm. We shall certainly examine the behaviours of the BEM and the DRBEM near the eigenvalues of the system.
The boundary was evenly discretized into 32 constant elements for the BEM solution and 24 constant elements for the DRBEM solution, respectively. An additional 24*7+1 internal points used in the DRBEM were placed on eight circles with radii 0.875, 0.75, 0.625, 0.5, 0.375, 0.25, 0.125 and 0 respectively to guarantee good accuracy of the DRBEM [14] . Although the number of collocation points used in the DRBEM was much larger than that used in the BEM, the CPU times used for a fixed wavenumber k only increased slightly. It was found that the CPU time used in the DRBEM is independent of the value oik (about 2 minutes) (here and hereafter, CPU times all refer to a Sun 4/470 Sparc Server), while the CPU time used in the BEM is dependent on the value of k (approximately 1 minute for Approaches 1 and 2 when k is increased from 0.1 to 8). Furthermore and most importantly, it was found that the CPU time used for calculating 40 values of k (from 0.2 to 8) with Approaches 1-3 being adopted are 35, 40 and 13 minutes respectively. Obviously, the DRBEM is much more efficient for eigenvalue analyses.
To measure the numerical errors associated with each of the approaches, only the errors of the calculated 0 and q values on the boundary need to be found [6] , since all the values of <f> at any internal point are dependent solely on the full information on the boundary (that is, </ > and q). In this particular example, only q is unknown on the boundary; therefore we take the maximum error associated with the calculated q values as a measurement and examine its variation with the wavenumber k.
The percentage errors of the calculated q terms versus the wavenumber k, with Approaches 1 and 3 being adopted respectively, are plotted in Figure 1 , while the percentage errors with Approach 2 being adopted are plotted in Figure 2 . From these two figures, one can clearly see that both the BEM and the DRBEM can give very accurate results before the first eigenvalue is reached except that there is an irregular frequency associated with Approach 1, at which a large error is shown. Beyond the first eigenvalue, the BEM can still give reasonably accurate results within a large band of spectra, whereas the numerical errors associated with the DRBEM are just too large for the method to be reliable in this frequency range. In fact, if we define a to be the ratio of the sum of the ranges of k values for which the relative errors exceed 10% to the total range of k values under examination, the a value for Approach 3, with k varying between the second eigenvalue and the largest k value so far computed (that is, k = 8), is 1, whereas the a values for Approaches 1 and 2 in the same range are 0.22 and 0.2 respectively. This simply shows that the DRBEM becomes unreliable beyond the first eigenfrequency and Approach 2 performs the best within this frequency range. One should also notice that large relative errors are shown near the zeros of q (that is, zeros of J\), which is expected since the values of the exact solutions are very small near these zeros. In fact, the absolute errors near these zeros are not too large (about 0.01).
As far as predicting eigenvalues is concerned, the numerical values obtained from the DRBEM seem to have approached infinity at almost the same rate as the exact solution. In fact, near the first eigenvalue (k = 2.40482), for the resolution we adopted for the wavenumber k, the maximum error detected for the DRBEM solution was just around 10%! In order to closely examine the behaviours of these numerical solutions near the eigenvalues of the system, the calculated <f> values near the first and second eigenvalues (k = 2.40482 and k = 5.5200) are tabulated respectively in Tables 1  and 2 , from which one can clearly see that all of these approaches can accurately predict the first eigenvalue, because the numerical solutions jump from a very small negative number to a very large positive number as k varies from 2.40482 to 2.41482 (the analytical solution shows that there should be a discontinuous jump of values of (p from -oo to oo across the first eigenvalue k = 2.40482). As for the prediction of the second eigenvalue, Table 2 suggests that Approach 3 can yield a more accurate second eigenvalue than Approaches 1 and 2 can. Our results once again confirmed what has been shown by Partridge and Brebbia [15] , that is, as far as the prediction of eigenvalues are concerned, the DRBEM does seem to be much more efficient than the traditional BEM. In addition to rendering larger relative errors near the natural eigenfrequencies and the zeros of q as discussed before, Approach 1 yielded quite large errors near the wavenumber k = 0.89 too as can be seen from Figure 1 and Table 3 in which the numerical and exact values of q near it = 0.89 from Approaches 1 and 2 as well as their relative errors are tabulated. Hence k = 0.89 can only be classified as the wavenumber corresponding to the so-called "irregular frequencies", at or near which all classical integral equation formulations (the direct BEM is one) fail to have a unique solution or have no solution at all due to the presence of large numerical errors which arise, unlike the natural eigenfrequencies associated with a physical phenomenon as discussed in the previous paragraph, entirely as a direct consequence of attempting an integral formulation of the problem. Although these irregular frequencies were often observed when solving exterior Helmholtz problems [2] , we can use, following the above definition, the same terminology here for interior problems as well in order to emphasize the fact that similar phenomena exist for interior problems if the fundamental solution is not carefully chosen. Indeed, the large numerical errors which occurred near the irregular frequency in Approach 1 are inherent from the integral equation formulation using the Neumann function as the fundamental solution and have nothing to do with the original problem, which was confirmed by the fact that simply replacing the Neumann function with the Hankel function had eliminated the large errors associated with the irregular frequencies as can be seen in Figure 2 . Furthermore, in the literature there are papers in which "irregular frequencies" for interior problems are mentioned and discussed. When looking for the eigenvalues of interior Helmholtz problems using an indirect BEE formulation, it was De Mey [11] who found that to obtain correct eigenvalues, both the real part and imaginary parts of the Hankel function had to be taken into consideration. In a paper on finding eigenvalues of interior Helmholtz problems using a theorem in [10] , Adeyeye et al.
[1] also pointed out that if only the imaginary part of the Hankel function, that is, the Neumann function, is taken, "spurious eigenvalues", which we term "irregular frequencies", may occur.
As for how to get rid of these irregular frequencies in a BIE formulation, many "remedies" have been proposed in the past (for example, the Burton and Miller formulation [4] and the method of Schenck [18] ). Since a detailed review for most of the newly developed integral formulations designed to avoid "irregular frequencies" for the entire frequency spectrum or only for a range of frequencies can be found in [2] , "irregular-frequency-free" BEE formulations shall not be discussed in this paper.
Since the only difference between Approaches 1 and 2 is the different choice of the fundamental solutions to the Helmholtz equation (Equations (2.2) and (2.3)), we therefore conjectured that the adoption of the Neumann function alone as the fundamental solution in Approach 1 and its oscillating behaviour must have resulted in the large numerical errors near certain wavenumbers. In Approach 2, although Bessel functions were again adopted as the fundamental solutions, the complex combination of the two Bessel functions may have some cancellation effects; irregular frequencies were not present for the range of frequencies so far examined. To show our conjecture, we plotted out the values of the determinant of matrix A corresponding to the two different fundamental solutions (Equations (2.2) and (2.3)) in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. (A is the final coefficient matrix of Equation (2.4) after boundary conditions are imposed so that Equation (2.4) can be rewritten in the form Ax = b and the determinant of matrix A will be denoted by det(A) hereafter.) Since a large number of constant boundary elements results in small entries of A so that the round-off error becomes too large for the calculation of det(A) and also since the main characters of det(A) versus k have little dependence on the number of constant elements adopted in general, the data in Figures 3 and 4 were generated using only 8 constant elements. It is clearly shown in these figures that there exists a zero of det(A) near k = 0.89 since det(A) changes its sign when k passes through this point, if A is constructed from the Neumann function (see Figure 3) . On the other hand, det(A) remains positive if A is constructed from the Hankel function ( Figure 4) . Furthermore, the wavenumber k ~ 0.89 doesn't seem to have affected the accuracy of the DRBEM (see Figure 1) , which may be attributed to the monotonicity of the logarithmic function (the weighting function) adopted in the DRBEM. The "irregular-frequency-free" character of the DRBEM approach could also be attributed to the independence of the matrices H D and G D from the wavenumber k. Although Approach 2 doesn't seem to have problems associated with irregular frequencies, at least within the range of wavenumbers so far examined, it should be noted that the adoption of the Hankel function as the fundamental solution is computationally more expensive due to the complex matrices and vectors involved in a calculation. As noted, the CPU time used for computing 40 values of k is about 35 minutes for Approach 1 and 40 minutes for Approach 2.
The effects of the number of elements and the type of elements used were also examined. It was found that a further increase of boundary elements in the BEM led to improved numerical results (see Figures 5 and 6 ), whereas a further increase of boundary elements and internal points in the DRBEM resulted in very little further improvement in terms of numerical accuracy. In BEM formulation, the numerical accuracy would be even better if more refined integration schemes are used such as the adoption of higher-order interpolation functions or spline interpolation. See the quadratic elements to be discussed below and see Rezayat et al. [16] for a detailed discussion of spline interpolation. On the other hand, the reason that a further increase of boundary elements and internal points in the DRBEM hardly resulted in any further improvement in terms of numerical accuracy is not yet fully understood, though it is commonly realized by DRBEM researchers that the numerical accuracy associated with the DRBEM is improved for up to a certain amount of collocation points and then deteriorates afterwards [14] . To quantitatively show this feature of the DRBEM, we examined the quality of approximation given by Equation (2.7) (or (2.8)) at a high frequency k = 2.6 as a response of the number of boundary elements and internal collocation points in Tables 4 and 5 respectively. In these tables, the maximum norm between a function / and its approximate function / , which is defined as max n \f -f\, with £2 being the domain within which both functions are defined, is used as a measurement of the quality of approximation. Similar behaviour was observed when the number of the boundary elements and that of the internal collocation points were simultaneously increased. These tables clearly show that the number of collocation points we used before (24 boundary elements and 169 internal collocation points) is actually the "optimal" one; the solution presented in Figure 1 is the best we obtained after a number of numerical tests (including changing the pattern of internal points) had been performed. Therefore we conclude that the DRBEM fails to generate accurate results in a high frequency range (specifically, when k is larger than the first eigenvalue). To examine the effects of the type of boundary elements used, constant elements were replaced by quadratic elements. Since the boundary integral formulation of Approach 1 has presented one "irregular frequency" even before the first eigenfrequency is reached, further examination of Approach 1 becomes insignificant; computations were only carried out for Approaches 2 and 3 with quadratic elements being adopted. For Approach 2, 16 quadratic elements were placed on the boundary, and for Approach 3, 12 quadratic elements were placed on the boundary and the same pattern of internal points as before was chosen inside of the domain. Notice that for these discretizations, the total number of collocation points hasn't been changed. For the DRBEM, the CPU time used for a calculation for a fixed k was about 2.5 minutes, which is a little longer than that with constant elements. For the BEM, the CPU time varies from 1.5 to 2 minutes when k varies from 0.1 to 8. Again, although CPU times spent for computing results for a particular value of k are close to each other with these two approaches being adopted, CPU times used for computing results for 40 values of k are quite different. Approach 3 is computationally much more efficient than Approach 2 in the latter case.
Similarly, the relative errors associated with calculated q values are plotted out against k in Figure 7 . Comparing with Figures 1 and 2 , we can see that the adoption of quadratic elements has improved numerical accuracy. Such an improvement is especially evident for the BEM. For the DRBEM, the solution still exhibits large errors at some values of k less than the second eigenvalue (for example, at k = 4, the error is 11 %), and at all values of k greater than the second eigenvalue. As a good indicator to show the accuracy of a certain approach within a range 0.2 < k < 8, the a values (which have been defined before) for Approaches 2 and 3, with constant elements and quadratic elements being adopted respectively, are tabulated in Table 6 , from which we can not only see the improvement by replacing constant elements with quadratic elements but also see that for Approach 3, more than 10% of relative errors are still present in a large portion of k values even though quadratic elements were adopted. Therefore, if accurate results are required, we recommend that the quadratic elements BEM be adopted, especially when k exceeds the first eigenvalue. We can also conclude now that the DRBEM is only reliable before the first eigenvalue as far as calculating the unknown function values are concerned though it has been shown that accurate eigenvalues can be obtained via the DRBEM.
Such a failure of the DRBEM as the wavenumber k becomes large is a direct consequence of the reformulation of the Helmholtz equation before the DRBEM is applied. In DRBEM formulation, the second term in Equation (1.1) was moved to the righthand side and then approximated by the expansion given in Equation (2.7). However, for the current problem, one can use the analytical solution to show that the solution becomes very oscillatory as k becomes large. Therefore a large number of boundary elements and internal collocation points are needed to resolve the rapid variation of the solution so that a good approximation could be achieved via Equation (2.7). On the other hand, the numerical manipulation of matrices of very large dimensions inevitably leads to intolerable round-off errors, which impedes the adoption of a large number of boundary elements and internal collocation points. Therefore, the DRBEM with the operator split is restricted to small k. In another word, when k is large, the operator (V 2 -t-k 2 ) should be dealt with as a whole.
A rectangle of slenderness 2
In order to confirm the conclusions we drew in the previous subsection on the DRBEM, we chose our second example to be the same as that used by Partridge and Brebbia [15] , who only discussed the calculation of the natural frequencies using the DRBEM. The motion of a forced vibrating beam of rectangular shape with length a (= 2) and width b (= 1) is governed by Equation (1.1) subject to the following mixed boundary conditions: 0 = 0, for* = 0, andO < y < 1; q = 0, for y = 0, and 0 < x < 2; 4 = 0, for* = 2, andO < y < 1; q = \, fory = l,andO<Jt < 2 . To find a numerical solution of the problem, the boundary of the rectangle was discretized into boundary elements. To avoid the difficulty of representing normals at the corners, only constant elements were employed. With the BEM, the boundary of the rectangle was discretized into 60 constant elements. With the DRBEM, the same discretization as for the BEM was used on the boundary and in addition, 55 internal points were placed inside of the domain. A schematic view of the DRBEM discretization is shown in Figure 8 . Similar to what has been found in the previous subsection, for a particular value of k, it was found that the CPU time is independent of k if the DRBEM is adopted (0.5 minutes), and varies from 4 minutes to 6.5 minutes when k is increased from 0.1 to 2, if the BEM (either Approach 1 or 2) is adopted. Once again, due to the weighting function adopted in the DRBEM being independent of k, the DRBEM seems to be numerically more efficient than the BEM.
To compare the numerical accuracy of the three approaches, we defined a ratio v = Number of boundary nodes at which numerical error exceeds 15% Total number of boundary nodes and plotted v against k in Figure 9 , for Approaches 1 and 3, and in Figure 10 , for Approach 2. It is seen that before the first eigenvalue is reached, all three approaches work well, and all of them can correctly predict the first eigenvalue (0.7853). Approach 3 (the DRBEM) breaks down soon after the first eigenvalue. As shown in Figure 9 , there also exists an irregular frequency k ~ 1.05, at which Approach 1 breaks down while Approach 2 still works. This is confirmed after the values of det(A), resulting from Approaches 1 and 2, are plotted against^ in Figures 11  and 12 , respectively. (For the same reason given in the previous subsection, only 12 constant elements were used to calculate det(A) shown in Figures 11 and 12 .) In addition, the "averaged (over the number of boundary nodes) relative errors" near the irregular frequency with Approaches 1 and 2 being adopted respectively have been tabulated in Table 7 , from which one can more clearly see the wrong behaviour of Approach 1 around the irregular frequency. It was also noticed that the DRBEM solution was not affected by the irregular frequency, confirming the conclusion drawn in the previous subsection. Furthermore, eigenfrequencies for higher modes can also be correctly predicted by the DRBEM, as has been demonstrated by Partridge and Brebbia [15] , although the DRBEM can no longer yield reliable numerical results as far as solving the unknown function tp and its normal derivative q is concerned. 
Conclusions
A comparison of the BEM and the DRBEM in solving the Helmholtz equation has been made in this paper; their accuracy and efficiency, their range of applicability in the frequency domain and their reliability in terms of avoiding the well-known "irregular frequencies" have been investigated. Since there are two possible choices of fundamental solutions for a direct BEM formulation of interior Helmholtz problems, that is, a Hankel function or a Neumann function (the real part of a Hankel function) as the weighting function [12] , a comparison of the numerical results obtained from these two different fundamental solutions has also been presented in this paper.
It is found that both the BEM and the DRBEM can give very accurate results before the first eigenvalue is reached except that there may exist irregular frequencies associated with the BEM using the Neumann function as the weighting function. Beyond the first eigenvalue, the BEM can still give reasonably accurate results with a large band of frequency spectra, whereas the numerical errors associated with the DRBEM become intolerable.
Computing Bessel functions is often time consuming. Furthermore, since the fundamental solutions used in the BEM involve the wavenumber k which needs to be changed from time to time when the eigenvalues of an interior Helmholtz problem are sought, the numerical efficiency of the BEM in eigenvalue analyses deteriorates. On the other hand, the DRBEM seems to be sufficiently accurate and much more efficient in calculating the eigenvalues. However, if a direct problem is to be solved, the difference between these methods is hardly noticeable in terms of numerical efficiency.
"Irregular frequencies" can be associated with interior problems as well. For both boundary geometries used in this paper, irregular frequencies were found when the BEM using a Neumann function as the fundamental solution was adopted; this approach is therefore obviously not a good choice for solving direct Helmholtz problems. On the other hand, the BEM using a Hankel function as the fundamental solution works well for the whole frequency range explored so far, especially when quadratic elements are used. It is therefore recommended that the BEM using a Hankel function as the fundamental solution be adopted for the numerical calculation of interior Helmholtz problems when the wavenumber is larger than the first eigenvalue. For smaller wavenumbers, the DRBEM is preferred due to its sufficient accuracy and reliability.
